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Early Morning Distortion
A/V Performance/2019 - Excerpt

In Early Morning Wake distortion algorithms are used to create three dimensional paintings. The
painting are created and destroyed. The performer moves through the painting creating new
image and sound. Early morning is created after a period of insomnia. In the piece i try to put the
feelings of not being able to sleep into image and sound. Creating distorted images with
entangled lines to portray not knowing what to do when everybody else is asleep.

Boot, Work, Reboot
A/V Performance/2019

Boot, Work, Reboot is a collaboration with dancer and motion artist Marlinde Vos. In Boot, Work,
Reboot the movements of performer Marlinde Vos are converted into sound and visuals.
Movement is recorded and transformed into image. Actor and image getting merged over time.
Eventually the actor breaks loose from the chains of the screen. Eventually finding peace with
the system. Inspiration for the work comes from sci-fi and horror, with lots of unnecessary
oscilloscopes.

Torens, Perspectief en Vervorming
A/V Installation/2018

In Torens Perspectief en Vervorming(Towers, Perspective and Distortion) The spectator is
moved through a landscape. From the fog arise sounding towers. Over time more towers
appear creating a wall of towers and sound. Above the towers arise constellations that move
and explode destroying the world beneath. Slowly the constellations start to merge and
become one. After everything is merged the universe dies and the cycle starts again.

White Object
A/V Performance/2017 - Excerpts

In the piece white object, lines are created and unified in the centre of the screen. Each line
has its own sound. Over time lines collide and become unified. When all lines are unified
they break down again. By adding and combining lines new shapes will appear and different
textures of sound will be created.
As lines collide they interfere with eachother merging sound and image. Creating and
destroying in an endless cycle.

Shatterpoint
A/V Composition/2016 - Fim

Shatterpoint is a composition based on the flocking behavior of bird. By using simple rules
interesting patterns and movement is created. In the composition every entity has it own
sound. Sound is generated based on the force of the entity. The composition is made by
taking the parameters of the flocking simulation and setting them past their boundaries.

Cycle
A/V Composition/2015 - Film

Cycle is a composition based on the golden ratio. This ratio is found all over nature in plants,
animals and insects. In this composition spheres are placed in space according to the
golden ratio. Every sphere has it own sound. As more spheres are put into space patterns
and harmonies start to come together. When the system can’t handle more input it starts to
collapse into itself eventually deleting everything that is created.

Pakvis
Live Visuals - Video

Playing live visuals with John van Beek aka Pakvis.

Floris Kappeyne Trio
Live Visuals/2019 - Videoclip

Playing live visuals with Floris Kappayne Trio.

Jimmy Woo Lounge
Visual Programming/2018 - Video

For the top floor of the Jimmy Woo club we have designed a grand interactive sculpture that
is inspired by a traditional hand-fan with light. Beams of LED-light function as the fan’s
constructive core. While a composition of sanded mirrors functions as the fan’s body,
creating new sight-lines while adding to the overal eclectic oriental spirit of the club.

The New Body Project
Hardware, Programming and Sound Design/2018 - Teaser

Inspired by the uncanny evolution of DNA editing technologies such as CRISPR, The New
Body debuts a new wearable instrument designed by Ismaili that emits the sound of a
chorus. Ismaili’s instrument envisions a self-sustaining organism that transcends the body’s
limitations by adding science fiction-inspired accoutrements. For The New Body, Ismaili
sourced human voices, which are then transformed into different soundscapes that are
triggered by various movements. Ismaili’s interest in science fiction and fantasy, hermetic
self-sustainability and choral multi-vocality explores notions of queer community solidarity
and autonomy in times of political populism.
This performance was part of the Spring Performance Festival 2018 and took place on
Friday 23 and Saturday 24 March. The Spring Performance Festival is an annual festival of
performances that has been initiated by Kunstverein Amsterdam and Galerie Juliette
Jongma.

